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If I say 
shoes is an art, most people must agree, indeed in the shoes in the circle of science and technology, from the color, structure and so
on, can be called art, each one has its independent and attractive features, veteran collectors even get a pair of shoes can from
inside to outside meanders however, in the shoes, you may have seen with the real characteristics of museum or elegant European
Cathedral style? Foreign Concepts stores do, is full of American culture today, draw inspiration from the classical European church
rather create new styles, designed this series of graceful and elegant 'GRAIL COLLECTION', abroad is expected in July 25th, sold
only in the United States of New York and British Cambridge Concepts retail stores. 

to the NIKE SB 'GRAIL COLLECTION Concepts' sale, more shops into another completely different space, a skeleton, shiny gems
and gold coins and mosaic art glass window, in addition to let people buy shoes, shoes around more than an anachronism feeling,
like a treasure hunt adventure movie the scene can see the shop to give consumers a visual impact, also can let everybody into the
issue of series of shoes creative concept, following through with our picture look. 

if a friend had traveled to Europe, especially the prosperity of the medieval city, such as Rome, France and other city can be seen as
the Notre Dame de Paris Gothic architecture and Gothic architecture, which in addition to the appearance of magnificent, the
Cathedral of the mosaic window art is commendable, colorful glass, in the sunlight, in the huge quiet church to draw beautiful Bible
stories or religious image, and this' GRAIL COLLECTION 'is the inspiration for the design, not only in the shoes in the shoe polish, it
is carefully designed, let the shoes become worthy of the name "art". 

, and this sale is selected three kinds of shoes, Nike, SB, Stefan, Janoski, Max, Nike, SB, Dunk, High, Nike, SB, Dunk, Low. In these
shoes in the "Stefan Janoski Max" Mosaic "this pair of shoes, and the use of the mosaic art performance practices, in the upper
division of color, as art installations on church walls, in different gradation, neat cutting in the different aesthetic presentation colorful
visual effects. When it comes to cutting is also echoed to the forefoot outsole using Nike free, followed by Air Max believe that
collocation will have a more comfortable feeling. 

Nike SB Dunk High Stained Glass is a direct echo of the source of inspiration, but in the shoe collar at the shoe hole more
transparent components, so that the whole pair of shoes in addition to colorful, there is a kind of glass

adidas D Rose 7 has been listed in Taiwan black and gray two paragraph, and according to the current news, the new color
'Hydration' will be foreign time 9/16 debut, Taiwan follow up, pending official confirmation. This section 'Hydration' vamp is made of
rather conspicuous Primeknit material, which is different from the currently available version, and the coating, ventilation, etc. are
worthy of comparison after fitting. The application of the sole Boost has also been done in several competitions to choose the style
suitable for you. As for D Rose 7's ankle GEOFIT material, there should be a good feel for those who like ankle coating. In short, the
new Derrick Rose season will be re opened in New York, and it is expected that both D Rose 7 and Rose will perform well in the
garden square. 

source: SLAM

for the upcoming U.S. Open, the brand launched all related equipment to meet the tennis event, the adidas also issued a 'U.S. Open'
suit, combination contains Stan Smith and ZX Flux two members. 
the original was born in the tennis section of the Stan Smith in the color, etc. the leather heel for a similar spherical fluff material,
showing the theme echoes the texture; and ZX Flux is quite unique, in the manufacturing process through manual techniques, so that
each has a unique double vamp the Adidas Originals U.S. Open "lines" will begin to be listed in overseas in August 28th. 
adidas Originals ZX FluxOriginals Stan Smith 
source: Hypebeast

Air Foamposite either Nike or Air Foamposite Pro, recently we can see more and more upper treatments finish is very fine, including
the transfer of material transformation, pattern, will create a different atmosphere, and the launch of the Air Foamposite Pro 'Gucci' is
used less in the past in a series of hit color, black body, red and green is lined with foil; and in this double Air Foamposite Pro above,
there is another interesting point is that the overall color and fashion brand Gucci classic colors is quite similar, with the same color
as the theme for its collocation, add some visual links and echo. Nike, Air, Foamposite, Pro, Gucci, Taiwan is on the market. 

source: Wish Atlanta



House of Vans is a blend of music, art, sports and street culture, combined with the indoor bowl pool, multiple artistic and musical
performances and other ways, let the participation of the public imagination to play, and the "Off The Wall" spirit, rendering to the
world. In June 9, 2017, House of Vans will be the first in Taipei Huashan Legacy music performances in the day before the grand
launch, House of Vans Chengdu Railway Station has wonderful ending, with a Vans lens, with review of the wonderful event. 

skate / music / art | Chengdu skater Zhang Jing and Xu Hu won the Vans Stoop Series finals qualification 

House of Vans Chengdu Railway Station this year, one of the highlights, that is, the street style Vans Stoop Series series, the first
stop in Chengdu launched, attracting a large number of skaters to participate. Vans Hu Tianyou, P Chinese occupation skaters Dan
and half occupation slip of the hand is Lin Senzhen in the street in the event, Hu Tianyou and P Dan Vans Stoop Series at the same
time as the first stop of the referee, the riders in the street style props SICC intended to artificial creative skills, the scene also held a
slide assembly race at the end of the game. By the Chengdu riders Zhang Jing and Xu Hu finals Vans Stoop Series Guangzhou
qualification. 

skate / music / art | screen brush and Vans Asian Custom Culture custom shoe contest debut 
While 
was at the first stop of the outdoor Vans Stoop Series, the House of Vans art activities at the Chengdu Bistro were also heated up.
Vans and the famous art unit in Shanghai love the bean pen. This IdleBeats has an art creation course. Founded in Shanghai in 2009
this pen love beans IdleBeats, in China created a hand brush screen craze, and has repeatedly invited Vans, Casio, Uniqlo and other
brands of cooperation, participate in the course of friends can be obtained free of charge through the canvas bag, would like the
pattern to brush up; Vans Asian Custom Culture custom shoes the contest is creative, in the Vans Authentic paper shoes to draw, the
winner will have the opportunity to carry out mass production, the retail sales in Asia Vans, virtually Vans transfer encouraged to
express themselves in the spirit of creativity. 

skate / music / art | Vans music are competing to play hey turn the audience 

, the Chengdu Bistro in the evening, brings a live audience to the crowd under the action of a group of local bands

has a lot of legends about sneakers, maybe a classic pair of shoes, maybe revolutionary technology, but HTM would never be left out
of the series. This series performed by Nike Parker, founder of Design Fragment Mark Hiroshi Fujiwara and Nike Innovation chief
designer Tinker Hatfield the name of the first letter form, its purpose lies in the latest technology in the most creative form, let us look
forward to the future possibilities, but the latest work is Kobe 9 Elite Low HTM, the net surface is different from the EM version of the
inherited high tube Flyknit and upper exclusively to the HTM version of the details, no matter in the field of basketball shoes or sports
fashion circle, I believe will Zaixianbolan, tentatively at the beginning of April on sale in Milan. 

- NIKE Inc 

The, key, mission, of, HTM, the, same:, highlight, new, technologies, and, hint, remains, at, future,, applications, by, inn>, expanding

Nike KD 6 continues to introduce new style, the new color to gray silver shoes toe collocation gold Swoosh Logo, a lateral upper
fringe pattern inspired by the watch processing line is made of 3M material has reflective effect, an eye is one of light, the body of the
shoe heel and KD on the exposed type air cushion to Aquamarine embellishment, like jade color for the whole shoes add a feminine
beauty. 
this color is not available with the news, please pay close attention to the follow-up survey. 
buy cheap software download 
source: kicksenvy
zp8497586rq
Nike basketball released KD7 five color, since June 28th will be listed 
Kevin Durant seventh generation signature shoes will be innovative performance and innovative combination of stories,
meteorological theme, to create five different color matching. Nike designer Leo Chang (Zhang Chuanxi) created this innovative pair
of shoes for the Kevin Durant to meet the speed, strength, and unpredictable nature of the new regular season MVP, just like the
power of nature. Through color, pattern and texture, Leo Chang Kevin Durant for creative interpretation of the game and field life
insights, vividly describes about Kevin Durant and personal to him as an inspiration to the story. Since childhood, Kevin Durant has
been fascinated by meteorology and has been looking forward to becoming a meteorologist a day. Interestingly, Kevin Durant was
selected by Seattle, and later moved to Oklahoma, where the two cities are known for the vagaries of the weather. 

"we want to give the KD7 story" strong, "said Kevin Durant, the Leo and the design team has been focusing on technology, but we
still hope that some unknown story, this is more fun, also can let everybody know the real me. "Every KD7 color with some common
elements: Kevin Durant Kevin Durant personal home in Maryland are embedded in the outer contour on the bottom, while the band is
printed on Durant's mother, grandmother, father Wanda Barbara Wayne and brother Tony's name. 

's new KD7 multiple colors will be available for sale at designated retail stores in Greater China Nike. 
Nike KD7 "July 4th" release date: June 28th 
Kevin Durant loves the fireworks that appear on American Independence Day, or what they call "artificial lightning", which is the



inspiration for the color scheme. Red, white and blue color interactive integration, special design patterns appear in the festive color
Swoosh on the back of the tongue and hook. 
Nike KD7 "35000 Degrees" release date: July 12th 
when lightning strikes the earth, the average temperature is 35 degrees Fahrenheit, 000 degrees, and as Kevin Durant in the field of
performance in general, fierce and unpredictable. It is a combination of bright mango, dark grey and fluorescent, which is the new
series's main color. 
Nike KD7 "Global Game" release date: August 2nd 
basketball made the day for the growing up in a small town outside Washington
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